According to Wikipedia, optimism is defined
as “an attitude reflecting a belief or hope
that the outcome of some specific endeavor,
or outcomes in general, will be positive,
favorable, and desirable.” A common idiom
used to illustrate optimism versus pessimism
is a glass filled with water to the halfway point;
an optimist is said to see the glass as half-full
and a pessimist will say that the glass is halfempty. And we all know that when life hands
you lemons, an optimist will make lemonade.
I recently bought a beautiful sefer (Hebrew
book) titled “In My Opinion: Thoughts
on Religion, Society, and Life by a Very
Opinionated Rabbi” authored by Rabbi Berel
Wein. On the topic of optimism, Rabbi Wein
explains that optimism about the future and
about life are very strange phenomena that
fly in the face of human experience. We are
all very aware of the adage, “whatever can go
wrong, will eventually go wrong.” We may
hope for the best, but we always must prepare
for the worst. Yet being too much of a pessimist
leads one to be sad and depressed. In fact, we
are told that optimistic people are healthier and
live longer lives than those who are depressed.
We as a Jewish people have experienced so
much sadness as a nation, yet we are the most
optimistic people in the world. No matter
what was happening to the Jewish people,
they always had optimism that we would
one day soon become a great Jewish nation
and live in the land of Israel. These wildly
optimistic views have actually come true.
So try waking up every morning being totally
optimistic that this is going to be one of the
greatest days of your life. I have seen so much
success, B”H, at Shoresh over the past few
months that I am excited to wake up each and
every morning and am ready to go.
Some of the highlights:
We started a beautiful youth enrichment
program on Sundays called Shoresh

Robyn and her daughter, Kaila the kallah

Torah
Enrichment
Program,
STEP,
that you can read about on page 3.
Our Fidler TTC classes, “Brew Crews,” for the
high school teens and Davison middle school
classes, “Jew Crews,” are taking place monthly
on Zoom with a star panel of presenters who
spread Torah to our kids (please see page 6).
We have welcomed two new members to our
Board of Directors, Beth Eisenberg and Josh
Seidemann. I am so happy they have joined
us, and we are looking forward to working
with such talented and giving individuals.
I’ve had the opportunity to personally deliver
beautiful pre-Shabbos and pre-Chanukah
packages to many of our families across
Maryland and Virginia. My son Chaim joined
me the first time, my wife Debbie came along
the next time, and I went solo one day. It was
so amazing visiting with each family. Some
of our visits were to Shoresh members who
had been sick and had recently gotten out
of the hospital, while some were old-school
Shoresh members that I wanted to thank for
being there always for me and Shoresh. We
even helped several young ladies celebrate
with surprise Bat Mitzvah parties supported by
head staff members who joined us on Zoom.
One family commented, “We are so grateful
for the special zoom/in-person belated Bat
Mitzvah party you organized for our daughter.
She was exceptionally touched by the effort
you made and we’re sure that it will be a
beautiful memory when, years from now, she
reflects on events that took place during the
pandemic.” Another remarked, “We wanted
to thank you for taking the time to visit our
daughter and also for creating such a beautiful
environment for her to thrive as a person and
Jew.”
We had one of the most beautiful events in
our history on Sunday, December 13. It was
a Chanukah party like no other! Thank you
to our wonderful Shoresh family members,
Csaba, Karen, and Yehuda (Julian) for
opening up their beautiful horse farm

The Kanovsky family celebrating Sara Kayla’s engagement

Rabbi Dave and Debbie “lighting up” everyone’s lives
at the Shoresh Chanukah event

and hosting us (please see pages 4 & 5).
We are planning an amazing fundraiser for the
organization on Saturday night, February 6 (see
page 2). This important event is so beneficial to
the future of Shoresh, and I hope everyone will
participate and support us.
This has also been such a wonderful time for
Simchas in the Shoresh family. Phran and
Adam Edelman became grandparents for
the first time in December, and Rabbi Tzvi
and Ilana Tuchman’s son, Chaim, is getting
married in February. Mazel tov! Additionally,
speaking of Mazel tovs, two recent special
events made me feel very nostalgic. The first was
that Robyn (Marks) and Adam Grossblatt’s
daughter, Kaila, got married to Dovi Safer
and Debbie and I attended the wedding. I don’t
know if I have ever been to the wedding of a
former camper’s child. It was beautiful and I
felt myself being very farklempt! Also, Rachel
(Herzog) and Chanoch Kanovsky’s daughter,
Sara Kayla, got engaged. I believe this is the
first engagement of a young woman who was
a camper and whose mother was a camper and
counselor. Robyn and Rachel were at Shoresh
in the ‘80s and to see their daughters getting
married is truly very special to Debbie and me.
For those of you who I have not contacted in
2020, please feel free to reach out to me and we
can mark your donation as part of our Keeping
Shoresh Roots Alive campaign. You can
donate online at www.shoresh.com/donate.
On that note, we are hoping to launch our
revamped website in January. Please look out
for it. I am very “optimistic” that you’ll enjoy
it, and it will be easier to navigate so you can
keep up-to-date with current Shoresh news.
I hope you like this special edition of News &
Notes for Winter 2021, and enjoy your glass
of lemonade!
Rabbi Dave

by Rabbi T

As the old adage goes, “When opportunity
knocks, make sure to open the door.”
While the outbreak of the coronavirus
unfortunately caused a shutdown or
reduction of many Shoresh programs
and events, including this past season’s
summer camp, there has been at least one
bright spot – a new and exciting program.
Welcome to STEP – Shoresh Torah
Enrichment Program. This is a unique
virtual learning program that serves as,
or supplements, a child’s current Hebrew
school program.

program is sponsored
in memory of her late
husband,
Carroll.
The Weinbergs have
been supporters of
Jewish
education
and other successful
Shoresh programs
for many years,
including the teen
trips to Israel. Thank
you, Charlotte, for
partnering with us to
positively impact the
next generation of
Jews.
Currently, more than 20 participants log
on at 11 a.m. each Sunday morning and
are greeted by the exuberance of Rabbis
Stein and Majeski playing their musical
instruments (keyboard and tennis racket
😊). For about 20 minutes, participants
are treated to a fun and fast-paced
davening, becoming familiar with many
of the prayers typically sung at camp. The
Rabbis explain the meaning of the prayers

and incorporate new ones as the weeks
progress. After davening, the students
enter one of two breakout rooms based
on their grade. The 4th-6th graders are led
by me, while 7th-9th graders spend time
with Rabbi Dave, discussing the weekly
Torah portion and character development
lessons gleaned from that Parsha, in the
remaining 40 minutes. In addition, deeper
explanations of the prayers and a focus on
upcoming Jewish holidays are also taught.
The interactive and spirited discussions are
greatly enjoyed by participants, especially
when prizes and gift cards are offered as
incentives.
The feedback from parents has been
extremely positive. Enrollment is still
open and anyone interested in learning
more about this exciting and engaging
program and/or wanting to register their
child can visit
https://shoresh.com/
step-hebrew-school/ or send an email to
shoresh@shoresh.com. Give your child
the opportunity to STEP up their Jewish
education!

Over the years, many families have asked
Shoresh to develop a Sunday/Hebrew
school that makes Judaism meaningful,
relevant, and fun – like camp all yearround! Until now, one major challenge
to fulfilling this request has been
geographical – we have families across
Maryland, Virginia, D.C., West Virginia,
and beyond. How could we possibly get
everyone together every Sunday morning?
Enter 2020 and the ability to utilize Zoom
technology. The Shoresh administration
decided that opportunity was knocking on
our door and that we needed to open it in a
significant way.
With the help and support of our dear
friend, Charlotte Weinberg, and The
Carroll A Weinberg MD and Charlotte
Cohen Weinberg Foundation, the STEP

She enjoyed the learning
“
today. Thank you for reaching
out to include her.
”

Thank you! He really
“
enjoyed it and he thinks you
are just the coolest.
”

by Rabbi Dave

Before Covid, my staff
and I would hit the road
every month and give
classes in different cities
to our middle school kids
as well as our high school
teens. Some of us would
meet at a Starbucks while
others gathered at Tov Pizza
in Baltimore and Ben Yehuda
Cafe in Silver Spring.
It was a great experience for all
of us. The rabbis and teachers
loved seeing the kids and
teaching classes on Torah, and
the kids loved feeling special
and knowing that wonderful
role models were teaching them
important lessons about Judaism
as they sipped their delicious
beverages or downed their pizza.
Personally, I taught at a Starbucks
in Lansdowne, VA. There was
great synergy in this class and
many new friendships have
formed.
The great news is that, even as
Covid lingers, we have continued
our Davison Middle School Jew
Crew and Fidler Teen Torah Center
Brew Crew classes monthly on
Zoom. We still have wonderful
teachers from our camp head staff,
and additionally have good friend
and former board member, Mel
Pachino, and friend and current
board member, Yisrael Schwartz
leading groups.
The quality of the classes is still
top-notch and new relationships
are formed every class. We look

forward to bringing
back these classes
in person once the
health
officials
deem that it is
safe. The schedule
of
classes
and
presenters through
May is below. If you
haven’t joined us
yet, now is the time!

Shoresh Fidler Teen Torah Center & Davison Middle School CLUB Present

Join your fellow Shoresh teens virtually to catch up with friends
and meet new ones, chill with our Teen Directors, and engage in fun,
intellectually and spiritually-fulfilling discussions on Jewish topics.

Once a month on SUNDAYS at
Zoom ID: 410-358-8571
Password: Shoresh20

7:00 PM

» Groups will be divided into breakout rooms «
(for 6th-8th graders)
January 3 - with Rabbi Shlomo Buxbaum
February 14 - with Mel Pachino
March 14 - with Devorah Buxbaum
April 11 - with Devorah Buxbaum
May 2 - with Rabbi Tzvi Tuchman

(for 9th-12th graders)
January 3 - with Rabbi Asher Stein
February 14 - with Rabbi Shlomo Buxbaum
March 14 - with Yisrael Schwartz
April 11 - with Alon Dek
May 2 - with Rabbi Dave Finkelstein

Due to the current situation, we have all
become familiar with the terms “COVIDfatigue” and “Zoom-fatigue” plaguing
so many people because of the extended
length of time this global pandemic has
wreaked havoc around the world. However,
researchers are puzzled and can’t seem to
understand why Rabbi T’s Adult Ed classes
do not suffer from any kind of fatigue! The
classes, taught virtually on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings, are still going strong
with new participants joining almost every
week. Additional research studies into the
success of this program continues to be a
top priority immediately after the race for
a vaccine!
Almost everyone has learned the Aleph
Bet at some point in their life – whether in
Hebrew school, day school or even as part
of an adult education class. However, most
people have never had the opportunity to
explore the deeper meaning of Judaism’s
building blocks of the Hebrew alphabet.

Why is an Aleph called an Aleph and a
Bet a Bet? Why is it shaped and formed
the way it is? Why are some letters facing
forward while others face back? Does their
numerical value have anything to do with
their meaning or essential nature? Questions
like these (and many others) are discussed
while journeying through the alphabet in
order to discover relevant and meaningful
insights about each letter. These 45-minute
(okay, usually 1 hour 😊) classes do not
require any previous Hebrew experience,
nor must you attend all previous classes to
join in. Don’t wait another week or push
it off because of laziness – it’s as easy as
ABC or, as we would say, Aleph, Bet,
Gimmel! See the below graphic for Zoom
information.
If Tuesdays with T don’t fit your schedule
(or you want to double-dip for more
T-Time), then Wednedays are your night.
Many of us may have heard the weekly
Torah portion read or spoken about over the

This past month, we were asked by
Rabbi Dave to be co-presidents of the
new Shoresh Teen Board. The board
consists of 15 high school students
who are dedicated to Shoresh and want
to lend a helping hand in whatever
way possible. The board gives us
an opportunity to gain experience
in leadership within such a great
community while also giving back to

the organization that shaped who we
are. We’ve had a couple of meetings
where we discussed various ideas for
the upcoming year and ways to keep
campers engaged in Shoresh in a safe
way. Our first event will be an outdoor
movie night available to campers in 5th
through 12th grade. Everyone will be
socially distanced and masked, and we’ll
serve individually packaged snacks

years. But how many of us have taken the
time to delve a little deeper into the verses
themselves and seen the messages the text
is trying to convey? Each week, Rabbi T
facilitates a discussion with participants
surrounding actual text from that week’s
Torah portion and imparts valuable life
lessons that can be incorporated into
one’s life by improving their character or
by positively changing their perspective.
This class is in cooperation with Beth
Sholom Congregation of Frederick and we
offer sincere thanks to the newly-retired
Executive Director, Marcia Newfeld, and to
the current Executive Director, Rob Allen,
for their help in keeping the partnership
between Shoresh and Beth Sholom strong
for so many years. Zoom information for
this class is on the graphic below.
If you have any questions regarding these
classes or ideas for another one, please
contact Rabbi T at rabbit@shoresh.com.

By Zoe Bayewitz and Ava Rowse
to ensure we meet with COVID-19
safety protocols. Kids who attend the
movie night will be given first edition
Shoresh swag! We look forward to
planning more Shoresh events and we
can’t wait to finally spend time with
the community we’ve missed so much
during these challenging times.

When I was 24 years old, a major
responsibility was thrust upon my shoulders.
That is when I was asked to become the
Director of Shoresh. While I had been a
counselor for the previous five years, I had
major doubts about how I would conquer
this Herculean task. A close friend and
confidante suggested that I build a board
made up of well-respected individuals who
could offer advice and guidance about how
to run an organization.
One of the first people I turned to was
Mrs. Hannah Storch. Mrs. Storch was
a unique individual who was greatly
revered throughout the Baltimore Jewish
community. She had the friendship and
respect of community leaders like Rabbi

Neuberger and Morty Macks. She
was like E.F. Hutton – when she spoke,
everybody listened.
I approached her about joining the new
board I was constructing and was so
pleased when she immediately agreed to
do so. Little did I know that it had nothing
to do with me and everything to do with
her affection for the Kosman family.
Mrs. Storch always had time for me and
was deeply interested in our Frederick
community. She was extremely generous
with her time as well as her support. She
was honest and introspective. She had no
problem telling me what I needed to focus
on or when I needed to look at situations
differently.

“First, a big thank you for finding a
creative way to celebrate Chanukah
this year. As always, your and
“Mom. That was so much better than Shoresh’s energy is infectious…
religious school. It was so much fun. Thank you for this awesome
Let me tell you how it was better. experience!”
The praying had so much energy.
Can you believe a friend of the rabbi Misc.:
didn’t have an instrument, so he used
a tennis racquet?! Then in class we “Few people have impacted the
heard stories and then did trivia on Jewish Community as you have done
in such a positive spirit over so many
it...”
years.”
Chanukah
Drive-Thru
Gifts
“It was so thoughtful to think of me.
Giveaway:
I’m so fortunate to have Shoresh in
“LOVE the videos!!!! (And, we love my life.”
watching that poor chap trying to
appreciate
our
special
pronounce all of the Hebrew words “We
relationship
with
you
and
Shoresh.
and names.) And, thank you again
for the amazing event. We all really It’s hard to believe it has been so
enjoyed the event, the treats, the gift, many years. We hope it may continue
the horses, and, most importantly, for many years to come, as you and
seeing everyone in the Shoresh your staff do your excellent work.
community. It is such a warm and Please accept this donation in support
special community that our kids truly of any needs the Camp may have.”
love being a part of.”
Shoresh Torah Enrichment
Program (STEP):

She was a true Eishes Chayil, woman of
valor, in every way and will certainly be
missed by all of us here at Shoresh.

“Shoresh holds a special place in my
heart, and it’s the people who make
Shoresh what it is. I feel blessed to
have worked with you all, and to have
you in my life.”
“Keep up all the fantastic work that
you do. Looking forward to seeing
you sometime in the future.”

A daughter, Sarah
Annabelle, to Rachel &
Gooey Edelman

A son, Gavriel Yaakov,
to Avital (Mirsky) & Zvi
Friedman

A son, Yonatan Hertz,
to Baatsheva & Josh
Zaslow

A son, Bode Theodore,
to Dana (Piccioni) & Kyle
Stewart

A son, Remi, to Katie
(Barr) & Chi Chan

Gooey, Rachel, & Sarah Annabelle
Edelman

Yael Pachino to Rob
Goldberg
Rachayl Gold to Chaim
Tuchman
Sara Kayla Kanovsky to
Hillel Stutman

Michal Raskas & Jacob Saks

Michal Raskas
to Jacob Saks
Alana Ebert-Zavos to
Roberto De La Peña
Buendia

Alana Ebert-Zavos & Roberto De La Peña Buendia

Jenny & Greg
Milhiser

Talia Saks
Amari Suissa

Talia Saks

Max Radbill was at Camp
Shoresh for 13 years, 12 years as a
camper and one year as a counselor
working with Bunk Aleph along
with Yisroel Katz. His favorite
counselors were Aryeh Zigdon
and Carroll Zentz. Max felt that
they were both encouraging, fun
and dedicated to the kids, and
very understanding about what
pre-teens were going through. He
loved Shoresh because he felt it
was very open and welcoming,
and encouraging in both life and in
Judaism. Shoresh opened a lot of
doors that helped him understand
the beauty of the Jewish religion
without feeling that it was forced
upon him. Rather, the events and
games presented Jewish education
in a fun and encouraging
environment. Max felt that Yisroel
had more skills than him when it
came to teaching campers about
Judaism, so he focused more

on developing his Bunk Aleph
campers in other ways.
He has lots of wonderful memories
of old Frederick, like Baker Park,
the Beth Sholom Community
Center, and Carroll Creek, but
he loved the Adamstown campus
most of all because the ropes
course and other outdoor spaces
helped him learn to really enjoy
being outdoors.
Max lives in Los Angeles with his
wife, Olivia. He is a filmmaker
who worked on a feature film last
summer that will be distributed
this summer via On Demand.
Entitled Re-elected, it tells the
story of a group of kids who
are reading the Declaration of
Independence in a cabin on
July 4th and are terrorized by the
zombie of George Washington.

L to R back: Robert Strong, Evan Klupt, Jeffrey Reches,
Merick Birkental, Charna Stein (holding Yisroel
Yaakov), Rabbi Asher Stein, Etan G, Rabbi Dave
(holding Elisheva), Debbie Finkelstein (holding Avi)
Middle: Devorah (Milch) Feldman, Deeni (Gutman)
Epstein, Shevi (Gottesman) Frank, Karen (Liebowitz)
Rovner, Elise (Richels) Wolf, Jolene (Katz) Sonnenberg,
Shani (Jacob) Kohen
Front: Rebecca (Reches) Spero, Rikki (Fleischman)
Samet, Rhonda (Eisenberg) Lloyd

Topper were her favorite people. They
took her in, took care of her, and made
her feel right at home at Shoresh and
in Baltimore. She loved working with
the four and five-year-olds, and felt that
Shoresh was a fun, close-knit family
where the staff worked in tandem with
the kids.

Jolene (Katz) Sonnenberg came to
Camp Shoresh 32 years ago from Los
Angeles. She was friendly with Elise
(Richels) Wolf and went to work in
Junior Shoresh with Deeni (Gutman)
Epstein and loved the experience. She
stayed for three years, two when she was
single and one when she was married.
Elise, Deeni, and Shani (Gutman)

She and her husband, Aryeh, were
set up by Shani, and now have seven
children and five grandchildren. They
live in Ramat Beit Shemesh in Israel,
and all of their married kids live in their
neighborhood. She is a personal trainer
and has an indoor cycling studio for
women, and her husband is a technical
writer.

Stephanie (Schepp) Gordon
first came to Shoresh 23
years ago when she was in 6th
grade. She stayed for seven
summers, five as a camper and
two on the lower girls’ staff.
Her favorite Shoresh people
were Tamar Frydman and
Ariella (Rozmaryn) Kramarz.
Tamar was so loving, kind
and welcoming to all the girls
in her bunk, and they loved
her in return. Stephanie and
Ariella bonded during the 1999
Shoresh Israel trip; Stephanie
was impressed by how amazing
and giving Ariella was. They
grew so close that they started
learning together weekly after
the trip and only stopped after
9/11. Stephanie loved Shoresh

because it was “so amazing to
be immersed in my Judaism. I
was in public school and went to
Shoresh and was surrounded by
Jewish people. I even majored
in Religion at St. Mary’s in
Southern Maryland because of
how much Shoresh turned me
on to Judaism.”
When she goes to Cunningham
Falls at Catoctin, she can
still hear Rabbi Dave yelling,
“Don’t climb up those rocks
– it’s too dangerous!” She is
married to Andrew who is in
tech advertising and works on
commercials. They have two
sons, Bennett who is 6 years old
and Maddox who is 4.

Ethan Schepp came to
Shoresh when he was
in 3rd grade. He was a
camper for eight summers
and then a member of the
maintenance staff for three
more. He also worked
with Shurron Carpel in
the kitchen. His favorite
staff members at Shoresh
were Yisroel Juskowitz
and Moshe Glickman
because they made it a
great experience for him.
He clearly remembers his
first Shabbaton, and first
arriving at camp where
everyone was so friendly
and helpful, and he learned
so much about Judaism.
He loved the community

and the culture of Shoresh.
He was the only Jewish
kid at his school except for
Brad Eyler, and Shoresh
exposed him to the beauty
of Judaism through the
Shabbatonim, bentching
and everything else. “It
was my life. I loved the
screaming and cheering,
and all my friends were
there.”
Ethan and his wife, Laurel,
have two children - CJ who
is four and Hazel who is
one year old. He works for
a medical record retention
company, and he and
Laurel love raising their
children.

